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UNIT-1
WRITING OF NEWS LEADS / INTRODUCTION;
LEADS – IMPORTANCE, TYPES OF LEADS;
HEADLINES – IMPORTANCE AND FUNCTION OF
HEADLINES, TYPES OF HEADLINES
Structure:
1.1 Learning Objectives
1.2 Introduction
1.3 News Leads and Their Types
1.4 Writing Headlines
1.4.1 Traditional Rules in Writing Headlines
1.4.2 Use Attribution and Qualification
1.5 How to Write a News Article: The Intro or Lead
1.6 Check your progress

1.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The Objective of this unit is to understand what is news lead and what makes
news Different news writing styles are also discussed. We will learn how
headlines are coined, what are the basic principles to keep in mind while
working on headlines and the types of headlines. We will learn how to write
Intros or Lead and the different types of intros.
After end of this unit you will learn about how to write:
 News leads or Introduction for press.
 News stories, features and editorials.

1.2 INTRODUCTION
A well written story might vanish in to obscurity on any newspaper page if its
headline does not attractor inform the reader. The headline must create a picture
of an entire story in just a few words – and make it appealing to the readers at
the same time. Apt headlines grab the reader’s attention, convey clear, concise
thoughts, and dress up the publication. A reader often decides whether to read a
story based on what the headline says. A headline tempts the reader to dig in to
the story. Poorly written headlines can mislead, confuse, and even embarrass the
newspaper staff. Headlines must be free of libellous statements and must not
contain violations of security, accuracy, policy and propriety.
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1.3 NEWS LEADS AND THEIR TYPES
A lead (also known as an intro) is the beginning of a news story that
entices the reader. It is the first and most important paragraph of a news story.
With growth of media in various formats, the reader has little time to read
beyond the first paragraph or sentence of a story unless it attracts their interest. A
good lead can help in this direction. It gives the most important information in a
clear, concise and interesting manner, establishing the voice and direction of an
article. In many media organizations, the editors decide whether the story will
make it to the front page or be relegated to the inside pages. They often do so on
the basis of the lead of the news story written by a journalist. That is why it is
often said that a lead can make or break a story.
While writing the lead one or more elements of the news are considered.
Selection of the element(s) would depend upon their relative importance. Its
objective is to catch readers’ attention and draw them in. A good lead not only
tells the story but also sells the story.
A general rule is ‘the lead must tell the story’. It should be short and to the point,
leaving all background information and detailed explanation for the body of the
story. In case of Hard News, the lead answers answer the questions of who, what,
when and where, as least. In a Soft News, the main objective of the lead is to
grab the reader’s attention. Usually a lead is one paragraph long. A succinct lead
is more effective and easier to read. The elements of a good lead are:
 newsworthy action or result
 appeal to a wide readership
 human interest
 important facts
There are several types of leads or intros used in news reports. Listed below are
some of the commonly used leads.
Summary Lead: This type of lead summarizes the whole story and gives the
details Also known as direct lead, this is the most common and widely used lead
especially in newspapers. It is to the point and factual. It tells the reader or
listener the most important aspect of the story at once in as few words as
possible. It contains the essence of the story (but not necessarily all, of the 5 Ws
and H). Traditionally, summary leads have been used to report hard news or a
developing story.
Example:
Srinagar, July 9: Three people have been killed and around 50 injured in clashes
in Kashmir between security forces and violent mobs who set ablaze five
buildings, including three police installations, and some vehicles to protest the
killing of Hizbul Mujahideen terrorist Burhan Wani in an encounter.
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Multiple-element Lead: When there is two or more actions of equal importance
such leads are used. This type of lead tells the reader about more than one thing
in a simple way. Most complex, in-depth stories about big issues use multiple
element leads. The flipside is that such leads may become crowded or
disorganized.
Example:
New Delhi, June 15: In a major reform of the aviation sector, the government
on Wednesday scrapped the 5/20 overseas flying norm for domestic carriers in
its new civil aviation policy while capping fares at Rs. 2500 for one hour flights
and imposing a ‘small levy’ on passengers towards regional connectivity fund.
Descriptive Lead: Such type of leads gives descriptions of how an event
happened or of places and things. This is where a journalist draws a picture with
words to put the reader into the scene. Such leads are common in feature stories
and aimed at creating a visual impact.
Example:
Bhubaneswar, Apr 16: Fifty kilo meters away from the Capital City of
Bhubaneswar, you will reach a small village of 20 to 30 tribal families in
Dhenkanal District, without a motorable road. However, this village has
become famous for it being the first open defecation free village of the district.
Anecdotal Lead: Anecdotal leads, as the name suggests, starts with an anecdote
or a short story about a person or an event. It is good for arousing immediate
interest by involving the reader in the story. The anecdote must be interesting
and must closely illustrate the article’s broader point. This kind of lead is rarely
used for hard news but for both soft stories and features such leads are
sometimes helpful. If this approach is used, the broader significance of the
anecdote should be explained within the first few sentences after the lead.
Example: After failure to secure a job in Odisha and later India, Ashok from
Bolangir district, decided to try his luck abroad. During this time, he came in
contact with a person named Kumar, who assured Ashok that he will help him
in getting a job at Dubai. As demanded by Kumar, Ashok gave him Rs. 10000
for passport and visa processing. Now Kumar is untraceable. Ashok is not able
to contact him even after six months.
Quote Lead: Such type of lead is used when a source has said something so
dramatic or important that it can draw the attention of readers. The quote should
summarize the entire story, be brief and totally self-explanatory. Use of Quote
lead is not very frequent, but an appropriate quote of a source can be effective in
case of a news story. Testimony of real people or expert is also used as lead in
feature stories. However, ‘famous quotes’ should be avoided.
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Example:
Bhubaneswar, May 22: “In the first Council of Ministers’ meeting, it was
resolved to approve the BJD manifesto in principle and make an all-out effort to
implement the promises in a phased manner following due processes of the
Government,” said Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik, after chairing the first
meeting of the council of minister today at State Secretariat.
Immediate Identification lead: Such types of leads emphasize the “who” of the
five Ws. These leads are used when someone or some entity with recognizable
name is making news. The ‘who’ is identified by name. Usually prominent
people are identified in the lead. Sometimes little-known people will also be
named in the lead. This happens when the emphasis is on what happened to this
person. Immediate identification can be used in both hard and soft news.
Example:
New Delhi, May 22: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday chaired a high
level meeting on the drought and water scarcity situation in parts of Odisha with
state Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik.
Delayed Identification: In the delayed-identification lead, the identity of the
subject (or the ‘who’) is not named but is described in some manner, such as by
title, age, residence or past notoriety. Identification is delayed because the
subject doesn’t have much name recognition, nor do readers care all that much
about the subject’s name. Another reason for the delayed identification is to
emphasize on the story, which is more important. A descriptive pronoun to
identify the person is used in the lead. Name of the person is given in a later
paragraph. Such leads are used in soft news or feature stories.
Example:
Cuttack, May 19: A 20 year college student filed an FIR at local Police station
here alleging an Ollywood director of sexually exploiting and intimidating her
after promising to get her acting roles in movies.
Punch lead: Such type of leads use a blunt, explosive statement to summarize
the most newsworthy feature and create an impact. The attention is attracted by
writing a brief, to-the point sentence and developing details later in the story.
Such type of leads is used often in news or feature stories to convey hard hitting
information. Such leads should be used when there is impactful information for
the body.
Example:  ‘Cyclone is back’. Or ‘The nation is stunned’.
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Contrast Lead: Such type of leads describe the contrast between two opposites
or extremes for emphasis. The sharper the contrast the effective the lead is. It
uses two different thoughts to make a strong statement. This type of lead is used
to drive home the point about a particular event, person, place or happening. It
can be used in both hard news and soft news stories.
Example:
Bhubaneswar May 22: Two years back Dutee was banned from sports and was
dropped from the Commonwealth Games for gender issues. After court fight
and hard work, now she has qualified to represent India in 100 meter race in
Olympics 2016. This is indeed remarkable.
Choosing the right kind of lead is important because it sets the tone and mood
for the rest of the story, so choose carefully. It should be chosen on the basis of
type of news reports and information available.
1.4 WRITTING HEADLINES
Most of the time, the headline is the key factor in a reader’s decision to read a
story or to skip it. Hours of news gathering and copy-editing will go wasted if a
headline is not crafted well. As stories have started to be placed online,
headlines are playing even more crucial role. As research suggests that unlike
print media, online readers tend to see the headline before they see the pictures.
A good headline tells the story and sells the story. Here, are some steps to
consider while writing headline:
1. Read and understand the story before writing the headline.
2. To begin with write a rough headline, experimenting with word
combinations.
3. Choose specific, precise words.
4. Make each word count.
5. Use action-verbs – and some creativity.
6. Start over if stuck with the headline.
Step 1:- Read and understand the story- Having a good grip over reporter’s
version of the story will help in putting the whole story in eight to ten words for
the headline. An inaccurate headline will fail to serve the reader and will also
hurt the credibility of the newspaper. Understanding a story means more than
just mastering facts. Copy editors also look at how a story is organized and the
tone the writer is using. If the story is serious, it needs an equally strong
headline.
Step 2:- Write a headline like a sentence - Various word combinations and
story angles can be tried for an apt headline. Some compromises have to be made
in the quality of the head to fit the allotted space.
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Step 3:- Choose specific precise words - Key elements of every story have to be
thoroughly examined, so that it helps to write heads that allow readers to
visualize what happened.
Step 4:- Make each word count – Filling up headline space with unnecessary
words- padding – may make a head fit but doesn’t serve readers or the reporter
who labored to produce the story.
Step 5:- How to use action verbs and some creativity – If a headline is weak,
readers are likely to skip to the story. You can improve your headlines by secondguessing your choice of verbs. Colourful active verbs give you a head start on
bagging a reader.
E.g. Power outrage enrages hospital patients / Council slashes funds to day-care centre
Step 6:- Start over if you’re stuck – Agonising to make a particular angle work
just wastes time, a precious commodity on the copy desk. If an idea isn’t working,
abandon it. Look for a fresh angle and fresh word combinations.
1.4.1 Traditional Rules in Writing Headlines
Over the years, copy editors have a set of customs that they follow when writing
headlines. Some of these rules and traditions result in better headlines, but to be
honest, some only make the job harder. Many desks are moving away from the
split rules, but many religiously adhere to them. We will first look at the rules
about avoiding bad splits and then at problems of repeating words and using
attribution and qualification correctly.
Obey the Split Rules

Of all the traditions that copy desks follow, the split rules are probably the most
demanding. And if these rules don’t make much sense to you, join the crowd.
Lots of copy editors will agree with you. Yet that’s not a good reason to skip this
section. Most desks want their headlines to comply with one or two of the split
rules, and a few desks diligently enforce all three.
Here, are the most common split rules:
Rule 1: Put modifiers and words modified on same line.

Board approves special
Education program
Council passes new
Water restrictions
The modifiers “special” and “new” are on the one line and the nouns they modify
– “program” and “restrictions” –are on the next, violating our first split rule.
Rule 2: Don’t split the verb parts.

The following heads would be rejected because the verbs “to close” and “have
found” aren’t on the same line.
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University to
Close library
Hawks have found
centre
Rule 3: Don’t split prepositions from their objects.

These heads would be turned down because the prepositions “in” and “between”
are separated from their objects , “vat” and “guards, inmates”:

Woman drowns in vat of chocolate
Fighting breaks out between
Guards, inmates after game
Curiously tradition allows headline writers to violate all three split rules
between the second and third lines of three-line heads (and the third and fourth
lines of four line heads). Therefore, the following heads would be accepted even
though the preposition “on” is split from the noun it modifies, “requirement”:

4die as truck rams car on icy highway
NSU lowers language
requirement
Rule 4: Do Not Repeat Words
The second traditional rule makes more sense. Unless, we are trying for some
special effect, repeating words and using similar words in a head should be
avoided.

GM plans to buy 10 acres for planning plant expansion
Here, “plan” is used as both a verb and an adjective. Headlines have a main line
and then a smaller line called a deck. The words in a deck should not get
repeated, unless to create a specific effect.

Zoo fined for mistreating animals
Animals kept in filthy cages, fed spoilt meat
The above head will get rejected as the word “animal” is repeated in the deck
below the main headline. Substituting more specific words can improve the
headline:

Zoo fined for mistreating treat rare tigers
Animals kept in filthy cages, fed spoiled meat
A related rule has to do with repeating the words – particularly colourful verbs—
on the same page. At larger papers, where one copy editor writes all the heads for
a page, the copy desk chief ought to check all the heads for repetition. At smaller
papers, where one copy editor writes all the heads for a page, that editor should
eliminate any repetition. Also, the headline should not repeat the lead sentence
verbatim or even echo its wording. The following headline seems pretty good:

Parliament confirms new stray dog policy
Lion escapes zoo
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To demonstrate the result of an action or that something was completed, we can
use perfect tenses, and for changing events, the present continuous may be used.
However, these tenses are often shown by using participles alone.
Rule 2: Leave out auxiliary verbs
With perfect, progressive and passive structures, auxiliary verbs are not
necessary. As a result, some headlines appear to be in the past tense, when
actually the headlines use past participles, or particles, not the past simple.
Similarly, changing events are represented by the present participle. e.g.

New policy decided by Parliament (New policy has been decided by
Parliament)
Lion escapes zoo – ten killed (ten people have been killed / were killed)
Four stranded in sudden flood (four people have been stranded / were
stranded)
Temperatures rising as climate changes (temperatures are rising)
Rule 3: Use infinitives for future events

Parliament to decide new policy tomorrow
President to visit Italy for further talks
Rule 4: Leave out articles (A, AN, THE)

Man releases rabid dog in children park (A man released a rabid
dog in a children park)
Rule 5: “LEAVE OUT “TO BE”

Residents unhappy about new road (Residents are unhappy)
Rule 6: LEAVE OUT “TO SAY”

Mr Jones: “They’re not taking my house!”
Bush on Iraqi invasion: “This aggression will not stand.”
Reported speech is usually represented by a colon, or a hyphen, with the subject
introduced with ‘on…’ this includes leaving out other verbs such as comment,
tell, argue, announce, shout – unless the act of speaking needs emphasizing to
demonstrate a promise or official policy.
Rule 6: Replace conjunctions with punctuations

Police arrest serial killer – close case on
Abductions Fire in bakery: hundreds dead
As with reporting speech, commas, colons, semi-colons, hyphens and so on can
replace all conjunctions, or some joining verbs, to join clauses. Commas may
also be used to join nouns.

Man kills 5, self
Rule 7: Use figures for numbers

9 dead in glue catastrophe
7 days to Christmas – shoppers go mad
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The grammar rules for newspaper headlines can lead to ambiguous headlines, as
many words are implied and not written. Even the vocabulary in headlines is
less common, but concise. There are many additional style issues that certain
newspapers use, for instance the capitalization of every word, or joining
conjunctions with commas instead of conjunctions.

Dump truck rams car; 4 die
But it is a lousy headline if the intro to the story says:
A dump truck loaded with dirt rammed a car on State
Road 26 Wednesday night,
Killing four people .
1.4.2 Use Attribution and Qualification
This is one of the most important traditional rules. The information in some
stories can make people look bad. Reporters will attribute all these statements to
people who made them so that it’s clear the newspaper is not saying these
things. Or they will qualify the statements with words such as “may” or “could.”
Fine Points of Headline Writing
Headlines in newspapers, in particular, use different grammar rules than
everyday English. This is because they are designed to be short and to attract
attention. Some of these rules are as follows:
Rule 1: Use present simple tense for past events
The present tense is quick and current, and helps emphasize the action
happening, rather than its completion.

Parliament confirms new stray dog policy
Lion escapes zoo
To demonstrate the result of an action or that something was completed, we can
use perfect tenses, and for changing events, the present continuous may be used.
However, these tenses are often shown by using participles alone.
Rule 2: Leave out auxiliary verbs
With perfect, progressive and passive structures, auxiliary verbs are not
necessary. As a result, some headlines appear to be in the past tense, when
actually the headlines use past participles, or particles, not the past simple.
Similarly, changing events are represented by the present participle. e.g.

New policy decided by Parliament (New policy has been decided by
Parliament)
Lion escapes zoo – ten killed (ten people have been killed / were killed)
Four stranded in sudden flood (four people have been stranded / were
stranded)
Temperatures rising as climate changes (temperatures are rising)
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Rule 3: Use infinitives for future events

Parliament to decide new policy tomorrow
President to visit Italy for further talks
Rule 4: Leave out articles (A, AN, THE)

Man releases rabid dog in children park (A man released a rabid
dog in a children park)
Rule 5: “LEAVE OUT “TO BE”

Residents unhappy about new road (Residents are unhappy)
Rule 6: LEAVE OUT “TO SAY”

Mr Jones: “They’re not taking my house!”
Bush on Iraqi invasion: “This aggression will not stand.”
Reported speech is usually represented by a colon, or a hyphen, with the subject
introduced with ‘on…’ this includes leaving out other verbs such as comment,
tell, argue, announce, shout – unless the act of speaking needs emphasizing to
demonstrate a promise or official policy.
Rule 6: Replace conjunctions with punctuations

Police arrest serial killer – close case on
abductions Fire in bakery: hundreds dead
As with reporting speech, commas, colons, semi-colons, hyphens and so on can
replace all conjunctions, or some joining verbs, to join clauses. Commas may also
be used to join nouns.

Man kills 5, self
Rule 7: Use figures for numbers

9 dead in glue catastrophe
7 days to Christmas – shoppers go mad
The grammar rules for newspaper headlines can lead to ambiguous headlines, as
many words are implied and not written. Even the vocabulary in headlines is less
common, but concise. There are many additional style issues that certain
newspapers use, for instance the capitalization of every word, or joining
conjunctions with commas instead of conjunctions.
1.5 HOW TO WRITE A NEWS ARTICLE: THE INTRO OR LEAD
The introduction to a news article is called the 'lead' and is usually in the first
paragraph as in an essay. The 'lede' is a deliberate misspelling of 'lead' to prevent
confusion in the days when printing was done with lead type. The lede not only
tells what the story is about, it also invites the reader to read further. They answer
the classic 5 W's and one H.
1. What happened? What could have happened?
2. Who did it? Who did it happen to? Who else was involved?
3. Where did it happen? Where else will be impacted?
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4. When did it happen? When is it going to happen?
5. Why did it happen? Why will your reader care?
6. How did it happen? How does it work?
The lead, or opening paragraph, is the most important part of a news story. With
so many sources of information – newspapers, magazines, TV, radio and the
Internet – audiences simply are not willing to read beyond the first paragraph
(and even sentence) of a story unless it grabs their interest. A good lead does
just that. It gives readers the most important information in a clear, concise and
interesting manner. It also establishes the voice and direction of an article.

Tips for writing and revising lead or Intro:
1. Specificity: Though you are essentially summarizing information in most
leads, try to be as specific as possible. If your lead is too broad, it won’t be
informative or interesting. Read your lead out loud to avoid stumble over words.
Eliminate any words you trip over or that are confusing. Cut out the extras. A
few questions one needs to check are- description that could come later in the
article, details that slow down readers' scanning and words that will catch a
reader's attention. See how many words can be eliminated.
2. Brevity: Readers want to know why the story matters to them and they won’t
wait long for the answer. Leads are often one sentence, sometimes two.
Generally, they are 25 to 30 words and should rarely be more than 40. This is
somewhat arbitrary, but it’s important – especially for young journalists – to
learn how to deliver information concisely.
3. Active sentences: Strong verbs will make your lead lively and interesting.
Passive constructions, on the other hand, can sound dull and leave out important
information, such as the person or thing that caused the action. Incomplete
reporting is often a source of passive leads. Passive verbs should be replaced
with active verbs - is playing should be replaced with ‘plays’.
4. Audience and context: Take into account what your reader already knows.
Remember that in today’s media culture, most readers become aware of
breaking news as it happens. If you’re writing for a print publication the next
day, your lead should do more than merely repeating yesterday’s news.
5. Honesty: A lead is an implicit promise to your readers. You must be able to
deliver what you promise in your lead.
6. Check for accuracy – Spellings should be accurate. Names of places or
locations, times, personalities and dates should not be misspelled.
7. Avoid cliché – Clichés are overused expressions that kill the originality of a
write up. Think carefully about whether you're using phrases or words that you
hear every day, even popular ones, and always work for bringing something
new.
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1.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. Describe a news lead and different types of leads.
2. What are the rules followed while writing headlines?
3. What are the tips followed to write an Intro of news and articles?
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UNIT-2
STRUCTURE OF A NEWS STORY – INVERTED
PYRAMID STYLE, ATTRIBUTION, VERIFICATION
Structure:
2.1 Learning Objectives
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Inverted Pyramid Style
2.4 Attribution
2.5 Verification
2.6 Check Your Progress

2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this unit is to understand how to structure news story. How to
attribute and verify news item.
After completion of this unit you would able to know:
 Inverted pyramid style
 Attribution in the newspaper
 Verification of news item

2.2 INTRODUCTION
News has its own language. A news item is not just informative; it is
presentable as well. Over the years editors have come up with elaborate
techniques to convey news to their readers. The present unit elaborates some of
these techniques. It also discusses sensitive areas such as attribution and
verification of news items.

2.3 INVERTED PYRAMID STYLE
Inverted pyramid style of news writing is mostly used by journalists and other
writers during news reporting. It is a common style for writing news stories and
is also employed for other kinds of texts, such as blogs and editorial columns. It
is the most common and popular style of news structure across media. It is a
way to communicate the basics about a news report in the initial sentences. It is
widely taught to mass communication and journalism students, and is
systematically used in every media.
The inverted or upside-down pyramid can be thought of as a triangle pointing
down. The widest part at the top represents the most news worthy information,
followed by the less important facts with the least important facts coming
towards the end. In this way the writer arranges the facts in the order of their
importance.
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This format is valued for two reasons. First, readers can leave the story at
any point and understand it, even if they do not have all the details.
This system also means that information less vital to the reader's understanding
comes later in the story, where it is easier to edit out for space or other reasons.
This is called "cutting from the bottom".

2.4 ATTRIBUTION
Sourcing or attribution means acknowledging the source in the news report.
Attribution is necessary in all kinds of news reports except in the case, where the
information is common knowledge. When you get information from a source,
you normally need to attribute that information to someone. Attribution means to
tell your readers or listeners the name and title of the person you interviewed or
the documents you got the information from. You do it, for example, through the
verb "to say" or phrase like "according to".
There are three levels of attribution, depending on whether your source is happy
about being publicly identified or whether they want to keep some secrecy about
what they tell you. These three levels (which we will explain in detail) are:
 On the record, which means you, can use both the words and names of sources;
 Non-attributable, which means you can use the information, but not the
source's name;
 Off the record, which means you cannot use either the information or
the source's name.
All of these terms are only used to describe reporting methods. They should not
appear in your finished story. Let us look at these three in detail:
ON THE RECORD

Most information you are given will be on the record. People will tell you the
details openly and allow you to quote their names and titles. The politician
making a speech, the witness describing a crash, the police officer reporting an
arrest, the company chairman defending an increase in prices, all are usually
prepared to be quoted and to give their names. Even if they are unhappy about
the story you are writing (perhaps because it makes them look bad), most people
will understand your need to report fairly and accurately what they say It is
always best to get information on the record. You can remain accurate by using
the exact words people say. You can also make the story seem more human by
using direct quotes (or by using their voices on radio and television). But most
important, people judge what they read or hear by the person who says it. They
are much more likely to take notice if the Justice Minister says he believes in
capital punishment than if the man who sweeps the street says it. On the record
comments have an extra level of understanding for people because they know
who is speaking and exactly what was said?
Odisha State Open University
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NON-ATTRIBUTABLE
Sometimes a source will give you information on the understanding that you
can use the information but not attribute it to them. Your source may do this for
one of several reasons. Perhaps they are not officially allowed to give you the
information, but they think it could be made public. Perhaps they do not want to
be in the public eye.
Politicians sometimes give non-attributable details of a plan so that they can
find out public reaction to it without any risk. If the public likes the plan, the
politician can then go on the record and claim the credit. If the public do not like
the plan, the politician can abandon it without losing face because his name was
never associated with it anyway. The danger for journalists is that, if the
politician does decide to abandon an unpopular plan, you will be left looking
like a fool for writing a story which the politician will then deny ever having
considered. Politicians occasionally leak document to the media for similar
reasons - to test public opinion on an issue unofficially. If you agree not to use
your source's name, there are phrases you can use instead, such as "a
spokesperson for...", "a reliable source at..." or "sources within..." These should
only be used if you cannot convince the source to go on the record. They are an
admission that you cannot tell the whole truth. If your source refuses to go on
the record, ask them if they mind some information being used and attributed to
them, but leaving the more sensitive information not attributed specifically to
them. They may allow their name to be used for certain parts but not for others.
For example, the Police Commissioner may tell you about a forthcoming
operation against drug growers, but not wish to be quoted on the details for fear
of offending his Home Minister. You might then write the story:
Police in East Island are to launch a major offensive against marijuana growers.
Sources within the Police Department say this is the biggest operation of its
kind ever mounted on the island.
Police Commissioner says drug abuse is a serious menace to the stability of the
nation and the lives of young people.
You should try to avoid making any agreement to accept non-attributable
information unless it is unavoidable. Your job as a journalist is to pass on news
as accurately as possible. Unattributed stories will not seem as accurate to your
audience as stories where information is attributed.
OFF THE RECORD
You will occasionally be given information on the understanding that it is totally
off the record. It usually means that you should not write anything about what
the sources tell you. And you must certainly not use their name. People usually
give information off the record when they want you to understand the
background to something which is too sensitive for them to talk publicly about.
For example, you might get a tip-off of a major police operation planned for the
next day against the hide-out of a criminal gang. You ask the police chief for
more information, but he will obviously not want you to publish anything which
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might warn the gang. On the other hand, he might not want to say "no comment"
because you might start asking questions somewhere else. So he might say he
will tell you off the record, on condition that you do not tell anyone else. Because
he is asking you a favour - that is to keep secret something you already know a
little bit about - you should expect a favour in return. If you agree not to publish
details of the story before the raid, ask him whether, as a sign of goodwill on his
part, he will allow you to accompany the police on the raid. You will then beat
all your competitors to the story of the raid itself and have a scoop.
One thing to remember about any request to treat information off the record is
that it is only a request. You can agree or disagree. If a person says they will only
speak to you off the record, you must decide how important their information is and whether you can get it from somewhere else. If you cannot, perhaps you can
agree to their conditions. In any case, you should bargain with them to give it on
the record or at least non- attributed. If a person gives you an interview and only
tells you at the end that it was all off the record, argue that they should have said
so earlier and not wasted your time. You are in a strong position because you
now know what it is they want to keep a secret.
USING ASSUMED NAMES
You occasionally have to protect a source's identity by giving them an assumed
name. This arises most often when you are writing about the victims of some
kind of abuse, usually in feature articles or documentaries. These people may not
mind you telling their story, but they do not want other people to know exactly
who they are. Children especially should be protected, although you can use
assumed names for anyone with a good reason to have their identity kept secret,
such as alcoholics, drug addicts or battered wives.
It is usual in such cases to give the person assumed name, for example "Tony" or
"Juanita", and no surname. You must, of course, tell your readers or listeners that
this is not the person's real name, but is being used to protect them. If you use a
picture then make sure they are not recognizable in it. If you use their voice, it is
common practice in radio and television to electronically change it so it cannot
be recognized.
You may also have to disguise other facts of the story if there is a chance that
these will lead people to identify the person. This should only be done after
careful consideration and with the approval of your editor. As a journalist, you
can always decline to accept information from a source unless they agree to be
identified. However, once you have made the promise not to identify them, you
must never break your word. If you do, people will never talk to you again. This
introduces us to the idea of confidentiality, one of the most important areas of
journalism ethics.
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WHAT IS CONFIDENTIALITY?
The words "confidence" and "confidentiality"
are based on the Latin word for trust. When
you are given information in confidence, this
usually means that you promise that you will
not tell anyone else where you got it from.
Your confidential informant trusts you to
keep their identity secret. Agreeing to accept
non- attributable information is the most
common example of confidentiality.
People usually ask for confidentiality because
they are afraid of other people finding out
they gave you information. There are all sorts of reasons why they need
confidentiality:




They might fear that their bosses will punish them for giving the information.
They might be afraid of what other people think about them if certain
information is shown to have come from them.
They might be in a position of power but limited by rules about what they
can say officially.

Confidentiality of sources is central to the ethics of journalism. As a journalist,
you rely on people telling you things. Sometimes those people do not want their
identity revealed to others. Although it is always better to be able to quote
someone by name, in certain circumstances you have to quote what your source
says without revealing away their identity. If you name a source who has given
you information in confidence, you betray their trust. They will probably never
give you confidential information again. But more importantly, anyone who
knows that you cannot be trusted will probably refuse to give you information in
confidence. If people mistrust you, they might carry that mistrust to all
journalists. Any journalist who betrays a trust weakens the whole of the
profession.
It is important too that you do not give away any clues to the identity of a source
who has asked to remain anonymous. This means taking extra care in phrasing
the way you describe how your information was obtained. It can also mean
leaving out newsworthy pieces of information which would identify the source.
For example, the Prime Minister's secretary may have given you secret
information in confidence or off the record. If you write the story attributing the
details to "sources on the Prime Minister's personal staff", you risk exposing
your source, especially if there are only one or two people on the Prime
Minister's personal staff. It might be better to attribute it to "source in the Prime
Minister's department" if it is a big department, or even "Government sources" if
you feel that will protect your source better. Of course, your readers or listeners
will judge the value of information by how close the source of it is to the event
or to the people making decisions. You need to balance the need to show that
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your sources are close to the centre of the information (and therefore reliable)
against the need to protect the identity of a confidential source. In some cases,
your editor will ask who your confidential source is. Editors often want to know
so that they can assess how reliable the information is. After all, they too can be
sued or sent to jail for what is published or broadcast. You must get approval
from your source before you reveal their name even to your editor. Once you do
so, your editor must guard that confidentiality as strongly as you do. This
promise of confidentiality is particularly hard to keep in cases where the law may
demand that you reveal your sources. In many countries, courts, tribunals,
parliamentary committees and royal commissions can order you to reveal your
sources of information if they think that this will help them in the administration
of justice. If you fail to obey their order you may be fined or imprisoned (or
both) for contempt. In some cases, journalists have been jailed for lengthy terms,
to be released only when they purge their contempt by revealing the information
first demanded by the court. It is more common for journalists to be released
from their promise of confidentiality when the source himself comes forward to
give his identity.
It is the legal opinion in many countries that journalists have no special
protection under law. Lawyers, priests and doctors are often protected by law in
their dealings with their clients, parishioners or patients - journalists are not. The
journalist's position is extremely unpleasant in cases where confidence comes in
conflict with the law. On the one hand you will be accused of obstructing the law
by refusing to name your sources. On the other, you will betray one of the central
ethics of journalism if you reveal the name of someone who spoke to you in
strictest confidence (even though they may be criminals).Although journalists are
always encouraged to work within the law, confidentiality is one situation in
which you may have to defy the law for a greater good. Revealing a confidential
source may assist the law in prosecuting one case, but you must defend a system
of confidentiality which encourages the exposure of many future cases.
Journalists are bound by the law; but they believe it is in the best interests of
society to have a way in which injustice, abuse and corruption can be made
public. It is not in society's best interests to have only one channel (the legal
system) through which wrongdoing can be brought to light. The legal system
itself has flaws, so there must be other methods of correcting wrongs; journalism
can be one of those ways. You must not see confidentiality only as protecting
one source of information; it is also protecting freedom of speech. Once you
have given your word to a source that you will protect their confidentiality, you
must stick to that promise all the way, even if that takes you to prison. Unless the
source agrees, you cannot tell the police, the judge, your editor or even your
mother.
So if you do not feel that you can go to jail to protect a confidential source, do
not give your promise to them in the first place. Tell them at the start of any
interviews that you will reveal their names if ordered by a court. They will
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probably then refuse to give you any more information.
POLICE REQUESTS FOR MEDIA PICTURES
It is worth mentioning finally that you may have to defy the law to protect
someone who did not even ask for confidentiality. This can happen in particular
circumstance when you have evidence such as photographs or video footage
which the police need in order to prosecute a case. The most usual example of
this is when you take pictures of a mass event such as a protest meeting or
demonstration. The police may ask you to give them your pictures because they
want to see who was in the crowd. Perhaps they want to prosecute some people
but need your pictures to identify them.
You may seem no harm in handing over such pictures, but your action could
have a bad effect on the whole of journalism within your society. If people
believe that you could be acting for the police in any way, even after the event,
they might try to stop you recording the event as a journalist. They might
prevent you taking pictures, perhaps by force. Unlike the police, you will have
very little protection against such actions. You will not be able to do your job
properly. More important, they might ban or attack any journalist they see
taking pictures. If they know that you have handed pictures over to the police
before, they might distrust all journalists. Again, the profession as a whole will
be harmed.
RECENT TRENDS IN SOURCE OF NEWS
Following are the recent trends in source of news
1. CHEQUE BOOK JOURNALISM
Information has become extremely important in today’s age where there are so
many competing news organizations and each one is looking to hit an exclusive
news on every item. The rat race for readership or TRP does not let a reporter
rest in peace.
He has to work under tremendous pressure of his higher authorities to bring
exclusive and new information regarding issues by any means. Ethical
consideration is not at all a consideration. Sometimes people who know the
information are not ready to dispense with it. If it is vital then the reporter gets it
in lieu of money. And this phenomenon is internationally known as Cheque
book Journalism.
2. EAVESDROPPING
A final word on eavesdropping - the obtaining of information without the
consent or knowledge of the people communicating it. Good journalist should
always keep their eyes and ears open for story ideas, even if this occasionally
means listening to someone else's conversation on the bus or in an office. If you
do this by accident, people may complain, but they cannot usually prosecute
you. However, if you do it deliberately, such as opening private mail or bugging
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a telephone call, you will probably be breaking the law. The problem arises most
often in broadcast journalism, when reporters try to record someone without their
knowledge. Journalism codes of ethics usually state that you must tell people
who you are and who you work for before doing any interviews for broadcast.
Further, in many countries the law itself states that you must ask the person being
interviewed. If you believe that you may have obtained information by illegal
means, you must be especially careful how you use it. A prosecution will not
only mean trouble for you and your organization - it will often distract people's
attention from the main issue for which you got the information in the first place.
However, there are many occasions when a good journalist can get confidential
information without the need to obtain someone's agreement or without breaking
the law.
One enterprising journalism student regularly used to search through waste paper
bins next to the university's photocopying machines. He knew that secretaries
often threw away poor quality copies of important documents they had
photocopied. The photocopies were rubbish to the staff who threw them away,
but for the journalism student they were the source of many good stories for the
university newspaper.

2.5 VERIFICATION
Journalist often describe the spirit of their work as finding and presenting “the
facts of news” and also “the truth about the fact of news”. It always goes with the
mind of readers about the authenticity of the news. In the elements of journalism
the facts and right facts of news comes under self-discipline of media.
Verification of the news has the following as its objectives – transparency,
humility and originality. Transparency calls for the following:





Don’t allow your audience to be deceived by acts of omission — tell them as
much as you can about the story they are reading.
Tell the audience what you know and what you don’t know. Never imply that
you have more knowledge than you actually do.
The journalist’s job is to provide information in such a way that people can
assess it and then make up their own minds.
Transparency signals the journalist’s respect for the audience. It allows the
audience to judge the validity of the information, the process by which it was
secured and the motives and biases of the journalist providing it.

Humility refers to keeping an open mind.
Journalists need to keep an open mind — not only about what they hear but
also about their own ability to understand what it means. Exercise humility.
 Don’t assume. Avoid arrogance about your knowledge.
 Journalists need to recognize their own failure and the boundaries of their
knowledge.
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They should be conscious of false omniscience and avoid just “writing
around it.” They should acknowledge to themselves what they are unsure of, or
only think they understand – and then check it out.
 First, you have to be honest about what you know, versus what you assume
you know, or think you know. A key way to avoid misrepresenting events is a
disciplined honesty about the limits of one’s knowledge and the power of one’s
perception. Originality means do your own work.
 Information can be viewed as a hierarchy. At the top is the work you have
done by yourself.
 Journalists say the times they most often got something wrong was when they
took something from somebody or someplace else and failed to check it
themselves.


2.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Why inverted pyramid style is widely followed by editors?
2. What is Attribution? What are the levels of Attribution?
3. Explain the term 'Confidentiality' during news collection.
4. What is the use of verification of news for a media organization?
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UNIT-3
WRITING OF ARTICLES AND FEATURES;
TYPES OF FEATURES; LEADS FOR FEATURES;
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ARTICLES AND
FEATURES
Structure:
3.1 Learning Objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 News Article
3.3.1 Elements of News Article
3.4 Feature Story
3.4.1 Types of Feature
3.5 Difference between news article and feature story
3.6 Check your progress

3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this unit is to understand news article and news feature.
After end of this unit you will learn about:
 Article writing
 preparing feature stories

3.2 INTRODUCTION
Articles and feature stories are basically based on some research. Articles and
features are different from typic al news stories. While writing a feature or an
article it usually takes a lot of planning and creativity.

3.3 NEWS ARTICLE
News article is basically a write-up about current news which is placed in daily
newspapers. News articles are mostly placed in news magazine on basis of
specific topics.
A news article includes witnesses of an event or incident. Such articles contain
photographs, accounts, statistics, interviews, recollections, graphs, pools, and
debates on the topic. They include attractive headlines. Which would be more
focused and relevant to the topic . The writer gives all the facts in details using
5Ws and 1H.
References are more meaningful when accompanied by quoted lines. References
of different people can be made during interviews. Articles should create
curiosity among the readers.
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In the same way article should have good body, where the writers go on details
and explain the matter at the best possible way.
Conclusion is most important part of newspaper articles. All the ingredients of
the topic are covered in it. But in news writing the newspaper reporters are
trained to write in inverted pyramid style where almost all important
information comes within first two paragraphs. And the less important part of
news are taken least care of. But article is structured in such a way to hold the
readers’ interest from beginning to end.
3.3.1Elements of News Article
Headline: Headlines always catch the attention of reader about the topic.
Modern headlines are written in abbreviated style.
Byline: The name and position of the writer is written above or bottom of the
article. It is known as by line.
Lead: Most of the times leads or intros of the article are written to catch the
attention of readers. The lead hooks the readers to the subject. This is also
known as introductory paragraph which tries to answer all questions arising in
the mind of the reader like; who, what, where, when, why and how.
Body or content: In an article the text should flow smoothly from the lead.
Quotes are used in support of the story. Usually the most important part of the
story are specially highlighted and elaborated in details.

3.4 FEATURE STORY
A feature story is all about non-fiction writing of news. Feature story is
normally known as soft story about a specific topic. Mainly feature stories carry
a human interest angle. Feature story involves qualitative writing and is based
on in-depth reporting. The writer uses his/her eye, ear, sentiments, emotions,
feelings and observations to write a feature story.
If a writer wants to write on health problems in India, he/she will have to dig
more facts from records and relate them to the issue at hand. The writer needs to
spend more time with such people who are involved with the topic.
Feature stories are mostly found in language newspapers in India. They show
keen interest in women, children and alike.
While writing features, one should try to arouse the curiosity of the readers in the
introduction part. Writer should keep the uniqueness, interest and spirit of the
topic till the end of the story.
Feature stories are contrasted to straight news reporting. Like literature, feature
story relies upon creativity and subjectivity to make an emotional connection
with the readers. Feature is based on true and good facts , but are less objective
in comparison to straight news. Feature stories are always written in active voice
and descriptive mode.
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Feature stories are based on true stories and are creative in nature. Features are
written in clear language and follow the narrative approach.
Types of Feature
Features are of the following types:
Colour piece
A colour piece (or colour feature) is a section of a publication in newspaper or
magazine that focuses mainly on impressions of the writer.
Interview
Interviews as features are always new and interesting to the readers.
An interview is a qualitative piece of conversation between interviewer and
interviewee. Interviewer is always professional. Interviewers are trained to ask
questions on behalf of the readers or viewers. Interview is mostly emotional and
empathetic. Sometimes it can be accompanied by anger and aggression.
Profile
A "profile feature" is a newspaper article that explores the background and
character of a particular person (or group). The focus should be on a news angle
or a single aspect of the subject's personal or professional life. ... When reporting
a profile feature article, observe the surroundings carefully. This is particularly
true if the profile is longer, more detailed and gives a comprehensive picture of
the individual.
Human Interest
Human interest stories are more interesting and are rated high in newspapers.
These stories deal with victimized people, people with illness, those running with
bad times and neglected by govt. The writer takes a human angle to the story.
Travel feature
This type of feature is placed mostly in the weekend supplement of every
newspaper. It is written by different writers as well as journalists with added
photographs which makes reading more interesting.
Seasonal Features
This feature stories serves readers about various festivals celebrated around the
world, along with pictures and sketches.
Fact box
It is a part of history which includes earth history, earth sciences, and geographic
timings in a chronological order. This is based on those feature stories where
history is relevant for the present.
Fly on the wall
Content which is written by the writer on those activities where the writer has no
personal involvement . The facts mentioned may not have been directly observed
by the writer.
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Behind the scenes
When the writer writes on any event / topic with reference to a similar event or
activity . The story involves activities similar to the present one.
Undercover/ in disguise
The feature is based on writer as a key person of the story.
Opinion poll
An opinion poll feature, is a human research survey of public opinion from a
particular sample. Opinion polls are usually designed to represent the opinions
of a population by asking a series of questions and then extrapolating
generalities in ratio or within confidence intervals.
Review
Among sports writers, feature stories tend to be either human-interest stories or
personal profiles of sports figures. A profile presents information about a
person, but it differs from a biography since it mayn’t provide factual data about
birth, education, or major achievements.
Review of cinema or movies is done after their immediate release.
3.5 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NEWS ARTICLE AND FEATURE
STORY
News articles and feature stories may employ creative storytelling. The news
article informs us briefly with the basic facts and figures. The feature story
discovers the situations of the frame in detail.
A news reporter lays out an article by carving it with facts and figures. The
feature writer adopts a more scientific way of enquiry by spending more time on
how and why of any matter or event.
Both the styles of writing are good. Where news articles consists with 5Ws and
1 H, feature stories are more creative with a leading intro. They justify the story
with quotes and pictures and a catchy headline.

3.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. What is a news article?
2. What are the different types of features?
3. Describe the main differences between a news articles and feature stories.
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UNIT-4
THE EDITORIAL PAGE: EDITORIALS, ARTICLES,
MIDDLES, LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, OPINION
PIECES, OP. ED PAGE
Structure:
4.1 Learning Objectives
4.2 Introduction
4.3 Opinion Writing
4.4 Op-Ed Page and Middle
4.5 Special Articles, Weekend Pull-Outs, Supplements

4.6 Letter to the Editor
4.7 check your progress

4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this unit is to familiarize you with the different ways in which
views are published in a newspaper. Editorials reflect the views of the
publication. This unit will help you understand editorial s and other types of
specialised writings that regularly find a place in newspapers.
After the end of this unit, you will be able to:
 Learn how to write editorials, op-ed and middle articles
 Learn about special weekend pull-outs and letters to editor

4.2 INTRODUCTION
A media publication, be it print or digital, is the sum total of news and views.
While news covers the major part of a publication, views give it vibrancy. A
newspaper publishes views of important personalities, people and journalists.
The views or opinions play important role in a democracy. Sometimes they set
the agenda for the country, sometimes they let policy makers or people know the
different viewpoints in a particular issue. Different viewpoints are essential for
the survival of a democracy.
As India starts to embrace the digital age slowly, views have become more
prominent than ever. There is a reason behind the same. Today people can access
information from a variety of sources, such as: TV, radio, newspapers, websites
and social media. The increasing penetration of smartphones in India has allowed
more and more people to express their opinions and views on all matters of their
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concern . This has also made it imperative for media publications to give space
to all types of views for the sake of fairness and journalistic ethics.
Newspapers publish views in the form of editorials, op-ed and middle articles.
Apart from them, special articles, weekend pull-outs and supplements on topical
issues are also published to provide a detailed perspective. As an aspiring
journalist, you must learn all these forms of writing.

4.3 OPINION WRITING
(Editorial, Op-ed page and Middle, Special articles, Weekend
pull-outs, Supplements)
As discussed earlier in this chapter, Opinions, or views, form an important part
of any news publication. In this section, we will learn about how to write
editorials, Op-ed and middle, special articles, weekend pull-outs and
supplements.
Editorial: An editorial is the official view of a publication about a certain issue.
Newspapers have played an important role in the country with their editorials.
The editorial is usually unsigned. It influences public opinion, promotes critical
thinking. Sometimes an editorial even urge or inspire people to take action on
an issue. One can say that an editorial is an opinionated news story which has
the official backing of the publication.
The editorial is considered to be the soul of a newspaper. It reflects the policy
and stand of the newspaper on the important issues of the day. Editorials not
only mould the public opinion and act as catalysts of change , they also serve as
watchdogs of public interest. They do so by pointing out anomalies and
irregularities in public policies and developmental works. Editorials also offer
suggestions and solutions to prevailing problems of the society.
Though editorials are published in the name of the editor, they are not always
written by the editor himself. A newspaper generally has a panel of editorial
writers who are assigned subjects by the editor. Sensitive issues are often
handled by the editor himself or someone who is acquainted with the
newspaper's policies.
Editorial writing has always been considered an art that needs to be mastered by
practice on the judicious use of language. It is neither written in the style of a
news report nor in the format of an article. Writers have to use their words
smartly. A good editorial not only provokes the thought process but is also
highly readable.
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If you are asked to write an editorial on an issue, you should try to have these
elements in your write-up:
a) The editorial should have an introduction, body and conclusion, like
other news stories.
b) It should provide an objective explanation of the issue, especially of the
complex issues.
c) It should contain a timely news angle.
d) The editorial should also have opinions from the opposing viewpoint to
give a complete perspective to the reader.
e) The editorial should try to engage readers on issues, not personalities.
You should refrain from name calling or other petty tactics of
persuasion.
f) The editorial should provide an alternative solution to the problem or
issue being criticized.
g) Finally, it should have a solid and concise conclusion. You should give
it some punch.
Some more writing tips for an editorial:






Make the beginning interesting to grab the reader's attention.
Provide strong evidence to support of your stand
Use active voice
Write in third person most of the time.
Don't try to be a preacher. Use credible arguments and back them with
authentic facts. Your readers are not fools.

Here is an example of an editorial on Prime Minister Narendra Modi's
demonetization decision by the Indian Express:
Bold and Sweeping
The dramatic announcement on Tuesday night by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, scrapping or taking out of circulation high-value notes of the
denomination of Rs 500 and Rs 1000, is a major signalling of his government's
intention to curb black money and move to an economy where the use of cash as
a medium for transactions and stashing savings is minimised. Coming as it does
on the heels of a voluntary disclosure scheme, which offered an opportunity to
those dodging taxes to pay a penalty of 45 per cent and come clean, the Modi
government is evidently walking the talk on its promises both before and after
the 2014 elections.
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The current withdrawal of high-value currency notes marks the third attempt at
demonetisation in the country. The PM has justified the latest attempt, which is
far bigger in sweep and scale, by pointing to how the widespread use of cash in
high denominations has led to an artificial increase in the cost of goods and
services and is reflected in the government's success in bringing out Rs 1.25
lakh crore of unaccounted money. It is difficult to disagree with that logic
though there could be quibbles on the modalities of this decision which could
lead to economic disruption in the near term. It may well be that this
government is betting on a structural transformation which the drive against
black money could bring about in the medium term and the political gains that
can be leveraged. There could be a progressive shift to a cashless economy with
a greater focus on electronic transactions and the formal banking sector, and
attendant benefits in the form of consumption growth and revenues besides
audit trails and transformation of businesses, especially the real estate sector.
The three- fold increase in electronic payments through the banking system,
such as the RTGS and NEFT, and the seven-fold rise in mobile banking
transactions between 2012 and 2016, and the emergence of electronic wallet
providers and new payment banks, are a testimony to the success of the drive
mounted by government and the central bank.
India is not alone when it comes to scrapping high-value notes. In May, the
European Central Bank had announced that it was phasing out the 500 Euro
note from 2018 because of heightened concerns of money laundering and terror
financing, especially after the terror attacks in Paris. At a time when private
investment has been hit and with factory output contracting, scrapping highvalue notes may prolong the economic pain. What the government needs to do
now is to follow up the demonetisation with a vigorous push to ensure greater
universal banking access, and nudge the real estate sector to move towards
greater transparency, besides offering more incentives to encourage electronic
payments and use of cards. The challenge is not just in pulling out 85 per cent
of the high-value currencies in circulation but also to ensure a culture of
compliance progressively.

4.4 OP-ED PAGE AND MIDDLE
Merriam-Webster dictionary defines an Op-ed as a “a page of special features
usually opposite the editorial page of a newspaper”.
Op-ed is synonymously used for an article or essay giving the opinion of a writer
on an issue. The dictionary defines it as: “an essay in a newspaper or magazine
that gives the opinion of the writer who is not employed by the newspaper or
magazine.”
The University of Illinois in the US has provided important tips on the writing
process of an Op-ed. These are useful in the Indian context as well.
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 Ask what the message you want to get across is.
 List all your arguments in no particular order.
 Pick four or five arguments that will be most appealing to your readers.
 Write your first draft. Connect your themes to your peg in the first paragraph.
 Now read your draft and ask: What is the most powerful paragraph here? Is it
the opening / closing paragraph?
 Whichever one it is, rewrite the op-ed with the most powerful, most exciting
paragraph first to grab the reader’s attention, elaborate with two or three
supporting points in the following paragraphs. Make sure your paragraphs are
short and contain one main idea.
 Use facts, statistics and studies to support your arguments.
Middle
The Middle forms an important part of the editorial page of a newspaper. Its
main objective is to provide humour and wit on a page that mostly contains
serious content in the form of editorials, articles and letters to the editor. While
writing middle, you should keep these points in mind:







The length of a middle should be around four hundred words.
Middle is generally positioned between the two articles of the editorial page.
Pick up a topical subject and try to give it a humorous twist.
End the Middle with a punch line that provides the reader a humorous or
satiric fare.
You can experiment with the language while writing a Middle. No
journalistic restrictions will come in your way.
You can even use colloquial words and slangs. However, please ensure
decency and decorum. You are writing for a newspaper. So don’t get
abusive.

4.5 SPECIAL ARTICLES, WEEKEND PULL-OUTS,
SUPPLEMENTS
Newspapers come up with special articles, weekend pull-outs and supplements to
increase the reader engagement. Special articles provide a detailed analysis as
well as perspectives on an issue, a place and event. While a special article is
generally published inside the newspaper, weekend pull-out and supplements
cater to different tastes of readers. All major newspapers publish weekend pullouts and supplements regularly these days.
Writing principles for special articles, weekend pull-outs or supplements remain
more or less the same. You must try to write in an interesting and legible manner.
Your objective should be to get the attention of the reader and engage her or him.
While writing, always keep you target reader in mind and write accordingly.
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4.6 LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor are among the most widely read features in any newspaper
or magazine. They allow you to reach a large audience. You can probably think
of many more specific reasons why you might want to write to the editor. A
letter to the editor is a written way of speaking to a newspaper, magazine, or
other regularly printed publication. Letters to the editor are generally found in
the first section of the newspaper, or towards the beginning of a magazine, or in
the editorial page. They can take a position for or against an issue, or simply
inform, or both. They can convince readers by using emotions, or facts, or
emotions and facts combined. Letters to the editor are usually short and tight,
rarely longer than 300 words.
Letters to the editor can be written any time you want to shape public opinion,
tell others how you feel about people, programs, or ideas, or just inform the
public on a certain issue. They are a great way to increase awareness of the
issues that you or your organizations are working for, as well as to advocate for
your cause.
Letters to the editor can also be used to start a community conversation about an
issue important to you. A planned series of letters to the editor can stimulate
public interest and media coverage. It's up to you to determine when is the best
time to start writing the letters, allowing time for them to be published.
The larger the newspaper or magazine, the more competition there is for lettersto-the editor space. This means your letter will need to stand out in order to get
printed. Keep in mind that if you want to inform the public of a certain action
your organization is about to take, you may want to think of release instead. If
newspapers consistently ignore your news releases, your best choice may be a
letter to the editor.
If you feel strongly about an issue, and you want to let people know what you
think, then Letters to the editor can be a strategic choice. If you want to reach an
audience larger than just your friends or your group membership, Letters to the
editor can be an effective way to get the word out.
Using a few carefully placed letters, you can generate plenty of community
discussion. You can also keep an issue going by preventing it from disappearing
from the public eye. You can stimulate the interest of the news media and create
more coverage for the matters you're working on. You can also send a "good
news" letter to bring recognition to people who deserve it or acknowledge the
success of an effort.
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4.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1.Write an editorial on India’s space programme.
2.Write a special article on any festival in India.
3.Why are letters to the editors normally written?
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